AGENDA

• **Welcome and Icebreaker** – 5 minutes
  - Which Open Streets events do you plan to attend?

• **Pierce Transit Updates (TBD)** – 10 minutes

• **Implementation Updates** – 30 minutes
  - Underway/Complete:
    - Open Streets – Events
    - Red Curb Painting
    - Business District Tree Planting
  - Grant Updates:
    - AARP Grant for seating area – not received
  - Residential Tree Planting: survey work, block captains – received!
  - Other implementation updates: Mason UMC, BIA Study, Parking Management, etc.

• **Cushman and Adams Future Use Study Relaunch** – 10 minutes

• **Other Opportunities** – 15 mins
  - Public Seating - funding ideas
  - Future projects: Historic nominations (after Historic Incentives Study is complete)

• **Next Steps** – 5 mins